INTRODUCTION
We consider data structures for fully dynamic graph connectivity. In a fully dynamic graph problem, we are considering a graph G over a xed vertex set V , jV j = n.
The graph G may b e updated by insertions and deletions of edges. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that we start with an empty edge set. Interspersed with the updates, queries are made against the current" graph.
For the fully dynamic connectivity problem, the queries are connectivity queries, asking whether two g i v en vertices are connected in G. Both updates and queries are presented on-line, meaning that we h a ve to respond to an update or query without knowing anything about the future. The connectivity problem reduces to the probl e m o f m a i n taining a spanning forest a spanning tree for each component in that if we can maintain any spanning forest F for G at cost Otn l o g n per update, then, using dynamic trees Sleator and Tarjan 1983 , we c a n answer connectivity queries in time Olog n= log tn.
In this paper we study some algorithms in which tn is polylogarithmic. We compare implement algorithms of King Henzinger and King 1995 and Holm, de Lichtenberg, and Thorup Holm et al. 1998 and compare their performance in practiced on assorted input test families. We also evaluate several heuristics that can improve the performance of these algorithms in practice.
History
The rst non-trivial fully-dynamic connectivity algorithm was presented in 1985 by Fredrickson Frederickson 1985 . It supported updates in O p m time and queries in constant time. In 1992, Epstein et al. Eppstein et al. 1997 improved the update time to O p n.
In 1995, Henzinger and King Henzinger and King 1995 presented the rst polylogarithmic algorithm for fully dynamic connectivity. The algorithm was randomized, supporting updates in Olog 3 n expected amortized time and queries in Olog n= log log n time. The expected update time was later improved to Olog 2 n in 1996 by Henzinger and Thorup Henzinger and Thorup 1997 . Finally, in 1998 , Holm, de Lichtenberg, and Thorup Holm et al. 1998 presented a deterministic fully dynamic algorithm with updates in Olog 2 n time and queries in Olog n= log log n time. The above upper bounds are complemented by a l o wer bound of log n= log log n w h i c h w as proved independently by F redman and Henzinger Fredman and Henzinger 1998 and Miltersen, Subramanian, Vitter, and Tamassia Miltersen et al. 1994 . The lower bound holds even for the restricted case where the graph is a set of disjoint paths, and it allows for both randomization Dynamic Connectivity Algorithms 3 and amortization.
It is a common feature of all the above polylogarithmic fully-dynamic algorithms that they use space m + n log n. The n log n stems from the fact that they maintain a logarithmic numberofoverlapping forests over the n vertices.
THE BASIC ALGORITHMS
In this section, we describe at a high level the two algorithms which form the basis for our experiments|a randomized one HK due to Henzinger and King Henzinger and King 1995 , and a deterministic one HDT due to Holm, de Lichtenberg, and Thorup Holm et al. 1998 . The Henzinger and King Henzinger and King 1995 algorithm, along with assorted heuristics, has already been implemented by Alberts, Cattaneo, and Italiano Alberts et al. 1996 ; we have continued to test their implementation. We also implemented and tested the HDT algorithm and developed some heuristics for it. For consistency in our discussion, we i n vert" the level notation in the description of HK to match that of HDT.
Euler Tour Trees
Both algorithms maintain a current spanning forest" of the current graph. Connectivity queries are answered by checking whether two vertices are in the same tree of the current spanning forest. As edges are added to and removed from the graph, the current spanning forest occasionally must be updated in order to keep it spanning. These updates involve inserting edges into and deleting edges from the spanning forest.
Euler tour trees ET-trees are a useful data structure for performing these operations on trees cf. Henzinger and King 1995 . They can be thought of as an e cient dynamic connectivity data structure for trees. They support all the operations connect two trees with an edge, delete an edge from a tree, and check i f two v ertices are in the same tree in Olog n time per operation. A re nement c a n improve the query time to Olog n= log log n, but we did not make use of it in our experiments.
An ET-tree is implemented as a standard balanced binary tree over the Euler tour of a tree. Our implementation uses treaps for balance. Double every edge of the spanning tree and take an Euler tour of the resulting graph, outputting in order the list of vertices encountered. Store this ordered list of vertices in a treap. The point in considering Euler tours is that if trees in a forest are linked or cut, the new Euler tours can be constructed by at most 2 splits and 2 concatenations of the original Euler tour sequences. These splits and concatenations can be accomplished in Olog n time per operation by rotating certain nodes to the roots of the treaps and then attaching or removing subtreaps of the roots.
Given the ET-trees, we can identify the tree containing a vertex in Olog n time. This in turn lets us tell in Olog n time whether two v ertices are in the same tree.
To nd the tree containing a given vertex, we simply follow p a r e n t p o i n ters from the vertex to the root of its ET-tree. Note that in fact an ET-tree generally contains many occurrences" of a given vertex over the Euler tour; we just store with each vertex a pointer to one such occurrence from which w e c a n w alk up to its ET-tree root.
Replacement Edges
When we wish to work with graphs rather than trees, matters become more complicated. As mentioned above, both algorithms we study maintain a current spanning forest" that makes it easy to answer connectivity queries. Given such a n a p p r o a c h, inserting edges in the graph appears easy: we simply check using the ET-tree structures on the current spanning forest whether the inserted edge is in the current spanning forest; if it is we do nothing, and if not we insert it in the forest merging the ET-tree for the two trees it connects. All of these operations can be accomplished in Olog n time using the ET-trees.
Matters are complicated by deletions. If the edge to be deleted is not in the current spanning forest then we simply discard the edge. But if the edge is part of a tree in the current forest then its removal breaks that tree into two pieces. This might make our forest non-spanning, for some previously inserted non-tree edge might h a ve one endpoint i n e a c h piece throughout this paper, non-tree" refers to edges not in any current spanning tree. Thus, to maintain the spanning invariant the algorithms must somehow n d such a replacement edge if one exists and add it to the spanning tree. The na ive approach o f c hecking all non-tree edges is too expensive, so both algorithms attempt to narrow the set of candidate edges to be examined.
One obvious observation that both algorithms exploit is that any replacement edge must be incident o n both pieces of t h e t r e e t h a t w e separated by deleting the tree-edge. We can thus save time by examining only these edges. To do so, both algorithms augment the ET-tree structure. A single copy o f e a c h v ertex in an ET-tree is designated active and contains a pointer to the adjacency list for that vertex more precisely, the list contains only the non-tree edges incident on the vertex. With this modi cation, a traversal of the ET-tree encounters the set of vertices and through it the list of non-tree edges incident on the tree. To m a k e t h i s process even more e cient, the ET-tree maintains at each i n ternal ET-tree node a bit that is set if any c hild of the node is an active v ertex with a nonempty list of incident non-tree edges. When our traversal encounters a cleared bit, we c a n s k i p the subtree of the clear node. This trick guarantees there is at least one edge below each t r e e n o d e w e traverse, so the time to examine all non-tree edges incident o n a tree is bounded by Olog n per edge assuming a balanced-tree implementation of ET-trees.
While this observation provides some bene t, it is not su cient: if a tree has many incident non-tree edges, it can take too long to examine them all. Thus, our two algorithms use di ering but interestingly related strategies to avoid looking at all edges incident on a component. Both strategies are based on identifying dense clusters" in the graph, and separating the inter-and intra-cluster edges into di erent levels. Intuitively, there will be few intra-cluster edges in the sparse" part of the graph, so checking them is fast. Checking the intra-cluster edges in the dense parts of the graph is expensive, but is paid for by t h e large number of insertions the user must perform to make the cluster dense in the rst place.
More precisely, both algorithms break the edge set into Olog n levels numbered 0; : : : ; log n. Let E i denote the set of edges at level i. For each l e v el, each algorithm maintains a spanning forest F i of all the edges at levels i and higher, that is F i spans Dynamic Connectivity Algorithms 5 ji E j . Furthermore, F i F i,1 i 0. Thus F 0 is the spanning forest of the entire graph, while F i is just the set of edges of F 0 at levels i and higher. Equivalently, we see that the level-i edges in our forest unite the connected components formed by the edges at level i + 1 .
The invariants just described for F i e n s u r e t h a t a n y replacement edge for a given deletion is at a level no higher than the deleted edge. Thus, each algorithm can search for replacement edges only at the deletion level and below. Both algorithms employ strategies that keep important" edges at the low l e v els of the data structures while pushing unimportant" edges to higher levels where they need not be searched. This reduces the time needed to nd replacement edges. Intuitively, t h e higher the level of an edge, the denser the component in which i t i s c o n tained.
HDT starts edges at the bottom level and moves them up as they are found to be in dense regions. In an interesting contrast, HK allows edges to oat up automatically but pushes them down as they are found to be in sparse regions. Both algorithms move edges among levels such that a certain parameter halves at each m o ve|this ensures that no edge moves more than log n levels, which leads to the polylogarithmic running times.
Before getting into the di ering details of these clustering strategies, we remark on some consequences of the algorithms' designs: 1 Both algorithms answer connectivity queries by checking the ET-tree for the current spanning forest F 0 . Thus, there is unlikely to be a noticeable di erence in behavior for connectivity queries, which i n a n y c a s e w i l l b e m uch faster than expensive updates see Item 4. 2 Insertions are trivial for both algorithms, involving a connectivity check and possibly a single ET-tree update. HK additionally rebuilds its data structure. 3 Deletions of non-spanning-tree edges are also trivial for both algorithms. 4 The major di erence arises in how the algorithms deal with deletions of treeedges.
The HDT algorithm
In this section, we outline the Olog 2 n time deterministic fully dynamic algorithm of Holm, de Lichtenberg, and Thorup for graph connectivity. First we g i v e a h i g h level description, ignoring all problems concerning data structures. Second, we describe the algorithm with concrete data structures and analyze its operations' running times. 2.3.1 High level description. The dynamic algorithm maintains a spanning forest F of a graph G. The edges in F will be referred to as tree-edges. Internally, the algorithm associates with each edge e a level`e L = log 2 n. For each i, F i denotes the sub-forest of F induced by edges of level at least i. Thus,
The following invariants are maintained.
i F is a maximum w.r.t.` spanning forest of G, t h a t i s , i f v;w is a non-tree edge, v and w are connected in F` v;w .
ii The maximal number of nodes in a tree component of F i is bn=2 i c. Thus, the highest nonempty level is log n. The trees in F i may be cut when an edge is deleted and linked when a replacement edge is found, an edge is inserted or the level of a tree edge is increased. Moreover, non-tree edges may b e i n troduced and any e d g e m a y disappear on level i when the level of an edge is increased or when non-tree edges are inserted or deleted.
As was discussed in Section 2.2, all of the operations above can be supported in Olog n time total or per edge checked, as appropriate using ET-trees augmented with some counts and bits. For our application we need an ET-tree over each t r e e in F i for each i taking a total of On log n space.
It is now straightforward to analyze the amortized cost of the di erent operations.
When an edge e is inserted on level 0, the direct cost is Olog n. However, it may be promoted Olog n times at cost Olog n per promotion, so the amortized cost is Olog 2 n. Deleting a non-tree edge e takes time Olog n. When a tree edge e is deleted, we h a ve to cut all forests F j , j `e, giving an immediate cost of Olog 2 n. We then have Olog n recursive c a l l s to Replace, each of cost Olog n plus the cost amortized over increases of edge levels. Finally, if a replacement edge is found, we have to link Olog n forests in Olog 2 n total time. Thus, the cost of inserting and deleting edges from G is Olog 2 n. The balanced binary tree over F 0 = F immediately allows us to answer connectivity queries between arbitrary nodes in time Olog n. Thus, we conclude: Theorem 1. Given a graph G with m edges and n vertices, the HDT data structure answers connectivity queries in Olog n time worst-case, and uses Olog 2 n amortized t i m e p er insert or delete.
One can reduce the query time to Olog n= log log n Henzinger and King 1995 . The hidden constants are quite large however, so we did not explore this theoretical improvement in our experiments.
The HK algorithm
Inverting the HDT approach of promoting dense regions, the HK algorithm Henzinger and King 1995 works mainly by demoting edges in sparse regions. When a tree edge is deleted from a tree in forest F i , breaking the tree into two pieces T 1 and T 2 , HK looks for a replacement edge at level i by inspecting the smaller of T 1 and T 2 , say T 1 . This is done by sampling: we randomly select non-tree edges incident o n T 1 , and check if they connect to T 2 each s u c h t e s t i s d o n e i n Olog n time using ET-tree operations. If within Olog 2 n samples a replacement e d g e i s found, we are done. Otherwise, we can deduce that a large majority of the non-tree edges incident o n T 1 actually have both endpoints in T 1 . We therefore traverse the entire tree T 1 nding a replacement edge if one exists and demote all the edges that have o n l y o n e e n d p o i n t i n T 1 , decreasing their level by o n e . If necessary, w e then continue our search for a replacement edge one level lower.
The point of the above algorithm is that we only demote edges if the cut they cross is sparse, meaning that we are demoting edges that it was di cult to nd to level i , 1. Thus, the next time we delete a edge now a t l e v el i , 1 that connects T 1 and T 2 , w e will begin our search a t l e v el i , 1, where we will not be distracted by t h e m a n y e d g e s i n ternal to T 1 . The fact that we demote only a small fraction of a component's non-tree edges ensures that many edges must be inserted before we could demote anything by o ver log n levels.
In order to make sure that the cut is really sparse enough to demote, we m ust sample Olog 2 n edges. Since each sample costs Olog n, we get a sample cost of Olog 3 n. Henzinger and Thorup Henzinger and Thorup 1997 have suggested an iterative sampling scheme, making only Olog n samples yet getting the same guarantees. However, the constants involved 60 4 are too big for the approach t o be relevant to our experimental analysis.
Of course over a su ciently long sequence of operations, demotions could carry edges down a large number of levels; to prevent this from happening, HK also rebuilds its data structure periodically, raising the low-level edges back up. This ensures that all edges remain within log n levels while still aiming to keep more important edges at lower levels.
PLAN OF ATTACK
Given these two algorithms, some natural questions arose. The Olog n asymptotic improvement in the HDT running time versus HK suggested that HDT was likely the better choice in practice it is also somewhat simpler to implement. However, we wanted to carry out experiments to verify that this was indeed the case. In particular, since the HK analysis might not be tight for many inputs, we aimed to develop some indication that the worse running time of HK versus HDT will actually be achieved at times. We also set out to develop heuristics to improve t h e running time of the HDT algorithm.
An important rule in our work was that we refused to implement a n y heuristics that invalidated the proofs of worst-case running time bounds for our algorithms. Thus, our algorithms with heuristics still obey the polylogarithmic time bounds proven for the original algorithms, while being faster in many cases.
We made use of the HK implementation built in the LEDA platform in the previous experimental study of Alberts, Cattaneo, and Italiano Alberts et al. 1996 . LEDA Mehlhorn and Naher 1995 is a general-purpose platform for implementing graph algorithms. Developing on LEDA also meant that our implementation of HDT could use the same ET-tree structures as were used in the HK implementation Alberts et al. 1996 . This gives us some hope of avoiding di erences in runtime caused by unimportant implementation hacks use of bit elds, etc. and lets us trust that faster times for a particular algorithm in our implementation will imply faster times for any other implementation as well.
Besides trying to tune the algorithms, we also attempted to develop a better understanding of how b o t h algorithms learn" the input graph structure in order to avoid doing work.
HEURISTICS FOR HDT
As we discussed earlier, the most expensive operation for HDT is deletion of tree edges. This is expensive for several reasons: 1 Deleting a tree edge and inserting its replacement edge causes a split and a join in an ET-tree. Although splits and joins are Olog n time operations, they involve rotations numerous reads and writes rather than the simple path Dynamic Connectivity Algorithms 9 traversal a small number of reads that is used to test connectivity. 2 Searches involve promotions of many edges|we promote the entire smaller half of our split tree many more splits and joins plus numerous non-tree edges. 3 We m a y have t o d o a l l of the above o n many di erent levels of the spanning forest. These costs pressed us to nd ways to make deletions less expensive. We developed two heuristics.
Sampling
We rst took the sampling idea from the HK algorithm. Our sampling heuristic says that before promoting, we should randomly choose a number of incident t r e e edges and test if any of them are replacements. If we nd a replacement edge, we can use it without performing any promotions.
Of course, such sample-and-test operations are not amortized away b y promotions, so there is a limit on the numberwe can try. We can a ord Olog n samples without a ecting the worst-case running time: each sample takes Olog n time for a total of Olog 2 n time that we c a n c harge to the operation. However, if we examine more than Olog n edges then the actual time spent exceeds Olog 2 n, so we m ust promote edges to amortize away the additional cost and maintain our Olog 2 n amortized time bound.
Due to limited time, rather than implementing true random sampling, we simply perform a deterministic enumeration of a small number of non-tree edges from the ET-tree to look for a replacement. Of course the time bounds are still valid. As will be seen below, even this weaker heuristic was quite e ective.
Truncating Levels
A second way to spend less time on a deletion is to ensure that we h a ve f e w er levels in the graph. At a high level, where the trees of the forest are guaranteed to be small, it is no longer worth doing anything sophisticated. The actual time spent looking at such small trees without doing any promotions with their insertions and deletions is less than the time spent d o i n g promotions to amortize search i n t h e more sophisticated scheme.
INPUT FAMILIES
In this section we discuss the input families we c hose to test the algorithms. Our work stands in relation to the previous implementation work of Alberts, Cattaneo, and Italiano Alberts et al. 1996 . Thus, for comparison purposes, we implemented several of the tests they carried out. However, we also identi ed some limitations in these tests and developed some tests of our own to tackle them.
The input to a dynamic connectivity algorithm consists of an initial graph and a sequence of updates edge insertions and deletions and connectivity queries. Thus the performance of the algorithm depends on both the connectivity structure of the initial graph and how the updates change that structure. We considered three di erent sets of inputs, categorized as random, structured, and worst-case, described in the following sections.
We begin each of our tests with a xed graph of candidate edges. These are the only edges we w i l l e v er place in our data structure. We initially add some or all of the candidate edges to the data structure, depending on the test. We then perform updates and queries. The number of operations of each t y p e i s s p e c i e d in advance. At each step in the test, if the operations not yet performed consist of I insertions, D deletions, and Q queries, we c hoose which operation to do next by choosing a random numberr between 1 and I +D+Q: If r I, w e insert a random candidate edge not in the current graph. If I r I + D, w e delete an edge from the current graph, and if r I + D, w e c hoose a random pair of nodes and ask if they are connected. We then decrement the count of the operation we performed and continue. In all our experiments, we always performed an equal number of insertions, deletions, and queries.
The random sequence of insertions and deletions can cause the number of currently present edges to uctuate. We were concerned that this might a ect the behavior of our algorithms, since some our input families are intended to operate at certain key graph sizes. Thus, we tested an operation sequence in which the insertions and deletions are grouped into blocks" of k insertions and k deletions, randomly ordered within the block. Thus, at the end of a block, we h a ve the same number of edges as we started with. This reduced the uctuation in edge count. However, it did not noticeably a ect the results, so we do not discuss this model further.
Random Graphs
We rst tested the random graph input family. For these inputs, the set of candidate edges is all nn , 1=2 edges. We initially insert m random edges and, during the course of the updates, we maintain the invariant t h a t no more than m edges are present in the graph. To generate our operation sequence, we randomly choose whether to insert an edge randomly chosen from the candidate edges not in the current graph, delete an edge randomly chosen from the edges in the current graph, or ask if a random pair of vertices is connected.
This family of inputs was explored by Alberts et al. They tested both sparse random graphs m = n=2; n and dense random graphs m = n log n; n 2=3 ; n 2 =4. Since the number of tree edges in an n vertex graph is bounded by n, if the total number of edges in the graph dramatically exceeds n, randomly chosen edges are likely to be non-tree edges. We h a ve already shown that both HK and HDT can delete non-tree edges quite easily, making denser graphs trivial. Thus, for this model, we k ept the initial number of edges close to n. 1 We report speci cally on random graphs with m = n=2 and 2n edges.
This family of inputs is a natural starting place and provides a point of reference for other input graphs and sequences. However, it fails to challenge the algorithms. Intuitively, any time we cut a tree, if there are any non-tree edges in the tree's component, half of them will cross the induced cut and serve as replacement edges.
Thus, both HK and HDT with sampling will almost always be successful without doing any demotion promotion. This was con rmed by our experiments see Section 7.
Our particular generator for input graphs required that the entire candidate edge set be maintained in memory to keep track o f w h i c h edges are present and which are absent. In a true random graph model, the candidate edge set is the complete graph consisting of a quadratic number of edges. Using this candidate edge set prevented us from testing large graphs n 2000.
To get around this problem, we instead chose our candidate set to be a random subset of the whole edge set. If the intent w as for m edges to be actually present,
we generated a candidate edge set of 50m edges. For example, for a graph with n = 20; 000 vertices and an intended present edge count of 2n = 100; 000, our candidate edge set contained 5; 000; 000 edges. This is substantially more than the number of edges actually inserted and deleted over the course of our experiments, meaning a typical edge is inserted into the graph only once. Thus, we e x p e c t t h e candidate set to behave pretty much like a truly random graph. A special case generator for this problem could be used to test truly random graphs, but we d o not expect a substantial di erence.
Semirandom Graphs
In an attempt to creep closer to a realistic model, we considered a semirandom graph model. Instead of the candidate edge set consisting of all the edges as in the random model, in this model the candidate edge set consists of a xed random set of edges, and we begin by inserting all candidate edges in the graph. Put another way, we r s t choose a random graph and then randomly delete and randomly reinsert its edges. This model seems slightly more realistic than true random graphs for the application of maintaining a network as links fail and recover, since presumably the network is xed and it is just the xed links that vanish and return. Unlike the random graphs of the previous model, semirandom graphs have a structure which persists over the course of updates. At any given moment, the existing graph is random a random subset of a random graph but the di erent instances of the graph are strongly correlated over time. We thought that HK and HDT might detect this structure and perform better on these inputs than on random graphs. However, our experiments revealed no signi cant di erence between the two input families. We report on inputs with sparse candidate edge sets, either n=2 o r 2 n edges, as discussed in the previous section.
Two-level Graphs
Our next input family explored more structured inputs to see the how algorithms were able to exploit this structure. We considered a two-level graph family constructed as follows. We generate k cliques of c vertices each for a total of n = kc vertices. Then we connect these cliques to one another using 2k randomly chosen interclique edges. Any spanning tree of this graph consists of in-clique trees connected by the interclique edges. We begin with all edges present in the graph and then randomly delete and insert only the interclique edges. In other words, we are taking a semirandom graph and replacing each v ertex with a clique. The edges inside each clique are a distraction for the algorithms|how does their presence a ect the algorithms?
When an interclique tree-edge is deleted, the algorithms consider both the interclique and clique non-tree edges, but only the interclique edges can hope to be replacements as was discussed with random graphs, we expect that fully half of the interclique edges will work as replacements. The fraction of interclique edges is the number of such edges 2k divided by the total number of edges roughly kc 2 =2, which i s 4 =c 2 . Thus, by c hanging the size of the cliques, we can control the relative sparsity of the interclique edges.
We found this family of graphs interesting for several reasons. First and most obvious, it has natural structure not found in truly random graphs. This hierarchical structure is found, for example, in city roads versus highways and local area networks versus Internet backbones. It is worth studying; indeed, tools for modeling Internet-like topologies Zegura et al. 1997; Calvert et al. 1997; Zegura et al. 1996; Doar 1996 expressly reject random graphs in favor of such hierarchical models. Second, this two-level structure exhibits the clustering behavior that motivated the development of the HK and HDT algorithms. We w anted to observe whether the algorithms actually discovered the clustered structures in order to run faster.
A third motivation is that these inputs appear to be a challenge to the algorithms, in contrast to random graphs. Since we are constantly inserting and deleting interclique tree edges, the algorithms must constantly nd a replacement e d g e . Since there are relatively few replacement edges compared to all the non-tree clique edges, we expect that the algorithms will have a hard time nding them. This same consideration motivated Alberts et al. to study a similar input family, w h i c h they called non-random inputs." They considered a connected graph of k cliques with c nodes and k , 1 i n terclique edges. Said di erently, their input is a path of cliques, whereas ours is a sparse random graph of cliques.
Our experiments revealed that both algorithms were able to learn the structure of these graphs, quite quickly in some cases.
5.4 Worst-case inputs Our next goal was to develop worst-case inputs to stress our algorithms. Natural questions arise here. What are worst-case inputs for HDT and HK? Are these inputs pathological and easily xed with heuristics? How does HK do on HDT's worst case, and vice versa? Do they both have a common worst-case input, which could point u s t o a n i n h e r e n tly di cult dynamic connectivity instance family? Even were the answers to these questions to remain obscure, a provably worst-case input tightens the algorithm's running time bound.
We w ere not able to construct an input which forced HK to run in its analyzed time of Olog 3 n per update. This ultimately led us to a slight modi cation of the algorithm which runs in Olog 2 n time see Section 8. For HDT we w ere able to construct a worst-case input, described in this section. HDT achieves its worst-case running time of Olog 2 n per operation when, during On operations, it promotes n edges log n times through the levels of the data structure. Our worst-case graph is simply a line on n = 2 k vertices. We begin by inserting the n , 1 edges that make up the line. We n umber the edges from 1 to 2 k , 1. We delete the middle edge which has index 2 k,1 . This splits the line into two i d e n tical copies of a line on 2 k,1 vertices. HDT responds by promoting the 2 k,1 ,1 edges of Dynamic Connectivity A l g o rithms 13 the smaller" side to level 1 in this instance both sides are the same size, so either may be promoted. It then searches for a replacement edge which o f c o u r s e i t d o e s not nd. The two sides are now independent disconnected. Now we delete the two remaining edges whose indices are multiples of 2 k,2 , namely 2 k,2 and 3 2 k,2 . Half of each half-line gets promoted as a result|to level 1 on the side which remained at level 0 in the rst phase; to leve l 2 o n t h e s i d e w h i c h was promoted to level 1 in the rst phase. We end up with four independent l i n e s o n 2 k,2 vertices, from which w e proceed to delete the four middle edges whose indices are odd multiples of 2 k,3 . Continuing, in the j th phase, we h a ve 2 j independent lines of 2 k,j , 1 edges, for j = 0; : : : ; k , 1. We delete the middle edge of each line, which leads to the promotion of 2 k,j,1 , 1 edges in each line for a total of 2 k,1 , 2 j promotions. After k = log n phases we will have deleted all n , 1 edges and performed a number of promotions equal to
2 n log n , n + 1 = n log n :
This gives a tight bound on the total number of edge promotions. We must still take care though, as promotions in an ET-tree on r vertices take log r time, not log n time. In our instance, there are 2 k,1 , 2 j promotions involving lines of size 2 k,j , 1, each taking k , j time. Thus, the overall time spent in our sequence of n deletions after n insertions is proportional to k,1 X j=0 2 k,1 , 2 j k , j = n log 2 n ;
as desired. Simple heuristics in the implementation of HDT may d o a way with this speci c worst-case example. For example, one might k eep a count of the number of nontree edges and, if there are none, skip searching for a replacement edge. This is implemented in our sampling variants of HDT HDTs; , s 1, which do ne on the line. However, the line can be easily modi ed to foil this heuristic: for example, we can replace each v ertex with a clique on 3 vertices a triangle, which will contain a non-tree edge that is not a replacement e d g e .
6. TESTING FRAMEWORK In this section we discuss the details of our testing procedure.
Test Environment and Input Size
We carried out our experiments on a Sun UltraSPARC 2 with two 296 MHz processors, 512MB of RAM, a 16K instruction cache and 16K data cache on chip, and a 2MB external cache. Given the fact that we are looking at logarithmic in n r u nning times, we h a ve to be cautious about tests where n is too small and constants dominate asymptotic running times. With respect to our goal of large problem instances, the limiting factor was available RAM. The size of our data structure is essentially determined by the number of edges in the graph, and were it too large to t in memory, disk I O would dominate all timing results. We w e r e a b l e t o r u n on large random inputs n = 2 0 ; 000 and worst-case inputs n = 6 5 ; 536, but our two-level graphs are small n = 2 ; 000 because when we h a ve a few large cliques, the quadratic number of edges becomes too much large to t in memory.
Measures
When measuring the performance of the algorithms, two important issues arise. First, since the algorithms amortize, the instantaneous time per operation is likely to uctuate wildly. This motivates averaging over some number of operations. Second, both HK and HDT are adaptive, so their performance may improve o ver the course of the operations. Put another way, the algorithms may learn how to exploit the structure of the dynamic graph in order to reduce their time per operation. Thus it is not meaningful to report performance after some number of operations. Rather, we study how soon and to what value the algorithms' performance converges as they adapt to the input.
To p r e s e n t this information, we measure the total time spent by the algorithm after certain numbers of operations: time t 1 after k 1 operations, time t 2 after k 2 operations, and so on. We then compute the total time spent between adjacent points, t i+1 , t i and divide by the number of operations k i+1 , k i in this interval to determine the average time per operation a i+1 = t i+1 , t i =k i+1 , k i i n t h i s interval. We plot the point k i+1 ; a i+1 i n the graph. Averaging over an interval lets us measure the amortized performance without distortion from uctuating individual operation times. Plotting the averages over multiple windows lets us see the evolving behavior of the algorithms over time. Qualitatively, the observed running times were on the order of seconds or minutes.
Speci c Tests
Below w e report results for several combinations of the heuristics discussed in Section 4. For both HK and HDT, we explore variation in the number of samples taken before switching to the more expensive approach of exhaustive s e a r c h w i t h promotion or demotion. We also explore reducing the number of levels in each algorithm's data structure, essentially implementing a base case. We name each algorithm fHK,HDTgs; b. The rst parameter s denotes the number of samples taken before we begin promoting HDT or demoting HK. For HDT, b denotes the size of trees which w e don't bother to promote in favor of exhaustive search. Note that this means we h a ve only log n , log b levels in HDT's data structure. We u s e the same notation for HK|parameter b means we do not perform rebuilds" above level log b. Although HK maintains no explicit relationship between levels and tree sizes, the limit on rebuilds keeps edges restricted to a range of only log n , log b levels, thus reducing the time spent on demotions, but at the cost of time spent on exhaustive s e a r c hes. We abuse this notation by setting b to 0 to indicate the absence of the base case heuristic; properly, b should be 1.
We explored numerous parameter settings, and we report on the following versions as representative examples in all of our tests: HK16 log 2 n; 0 is the vanilla implementation of the Henzinger-King algorithm. HK20; n aka hk var from Alberts, et al. Alberts et al. 1996 , maintains only one level; on that level, it samples a few edges, then gives up and exhaustively searches. This algorithm is designed speci cally for random graphs and does not have a provable polylogarithmic running time indeed, there are easy ways to make it perform badly. HDT0; 0 is the vanilla implementation of Holm, de Lichtenberg and Thorup's algorithm. HDT256; 64 is an implementation that does some sampling and also goes to exhaustive search on trees of size 64 or less. We found that these parameter settings work well over all tested inputs, but it is hard to tune them better without the ability to try very large values of n. In particular, while it seems clear that some xed constant is optimal for the base case size b, it is not clear whether the sample size should be a constant or should grow, e.g. logarithmically with n.
We also compared these algorithms to the na ive dynamic connectivity heuristics fast update and fast query as implemented by Alberts et al. These algorithms use no sophisticated data structures, working only with the na ive representation of the graph. Algorithm fast update handles updates simply by inserting or deleting the given edge O1 time and answers queries via breadth-rst search On + m time. Algorithm fast query maintains a spanning forest and labels each v ertex with its component. It answers queries by comparing labels O1 time and updates the labels during insertions or deletions via breadth-rst search On 0 + m 0 time, where n 0 and m 0 specify the size of the a ected component.
TEST RESULTS
In this section we report on the results of our tests. Our experiments indicate that i the heuristics provide signi cant bene t, ii HK is dominated by HDT with heuristics, although we w ere unable to make HK exhibit its analyzed worstcase Olog 3 n performance, iii the heuristic algorithms fast query and fast update that performed well for Alberts et al. on 700-vertex graphs are not competitive o n larger graphs.
Sparse Random Inputs
As previously discussed, our rst input family begins with a random graph of m edges and performed a sequence of random updates involving deletion of current edges and insertion of new random edges. Figures 1 and 2 show the amortized time per operation of various algorithms on two random graphs with n = 2 0 ; 000 vertices and m = n=2 and 2n edges, respectively.
First consider the plot for m = n=2 F i g u r e 1. The theory of random graphs tells us that this graph consists almost entirely of trees, with a few On here and below we use well-known facts about random graphs Bollob as 1985 . In particular, any deleted edge is overwhelmingly likely to come from a tree, meaning that no replacement edges exist|indeed, there aren't even any non-tree edges to examine! Thus, the vanilla version of HDT, which immediately promotes the smaller tree side, is wasting e ort. Algorithms that avoid promotion do best. In particular, the variants HK20; 20000 and HDT0; 20000, which never promote, do best of all. These algorithms simply scan all non-tree edges in the smaller half of the broken component w h i c h in this case is usually no edges.
Particularly noteworthy is the performance of vanilla HK. While this algorithm eventually converges to a runtime close to that of the other algorithms, it takes an extremely long time to do so. This behavior is explained as follows. When started on a nonempty graph, HK initially places all its edges at the top level of the data structure where they would end up after an in nite number of rebuilds. Edges descend from this level in two w ays: they may be demoted as the result of a failed sampling phase, or they may vanish in a delete operation and reappear at the bottom level if reinserted.
High level tree-edges are problematic. The algorithm keeps a spanning tree at every level of the data structure. When a tree edge is deleted, we h a ve to cut the spanning tree at every level below that of the deleted edge. Thus, if the deleted tree edge is at a high level, we perform many expensive ET-tree splitting operations. Initially, the entire tree is at the top level, so all deletions are very expensive. Eventually, the tree edges end up at lower levels so that deletions become cheaper. This shows up in the convergence of the HK running time to the other algorithms.
This analysis conforms to what we see in the plot. Even ignoring demotions, edges are inserted at level 0. After 90000 operations which means 30000 deletions, every top level edge survives with probability 1 ,1=m 30000 e ,3 0:05, so only a small Dynamic Connectivity A l g o rithms 17 fraction of the top level edges will not have been deleted by then. More generally, the log of the expected numb e r o f h i g h l e v el edges decays linearly with the number of operations, which m i g h t explain the near-linear improvement in log of running time we see plotted for HK.
The plot raises another question: why d o e s H K c o n verge to a performance better than HDT0; 0 but worse than HDT1; 0? The rst answer is clear: HDT0; 0 is outperformed by HK because HK samples for a replacement rather than aggressively promoting. This is demonstrated by the improved performance of HDT1; 0, which samples one edge before promoting. The di erence in performance between HDT1; 0 and HK arises in the situation, frequent when m = n=2, where they are sampling for a replacement edge and there are no non-tree edges. It is a side e ect of their implementation. Before sampling, HDT1; 0 checks to see if there are no incident non-tree edges; if not, it does no more work. HK checks to see if the number of non-tree edges is less than some fraction. If so it is so, then HK acts as if sampling had failed: it searches for edges that cross the cut. If there are no such edges there are none, HK continues searching fruitlessly on the lower levels. Of course, HK could easily be modi ed to give up immediately just like HDT1; 0.
We also tested fast update and fast query on the above family. Alberts et al. found that on their 700-vertex test graphs, these na ve heuristics were competitive, matching and sometimes beating the more sophisticated algorithms. However, on our 20,000-vertex inputs, this was no longer the case. fast update and fast query were so slow that plotting them would have compressed the axes in our gure, making the other algorithms indistinguishable.
This ts in with analysis. In a random graph of this density, the expected size of a random component which determines the expected insert delete time for fast query and the expected query time for fast update is n 1=3 Luczak et al. 1994 ; this is therefore the asymptotic running time of the heuristics. At our input size of n = 20; 000, this has already crossed the polylogarithmic running times of the more sophisticated algorithms. We therefore skip further consideration of these heuristics.
Less Sparse Random Inputs
We next considered the plot for m = 2 n Figure 2 . We see that the vanilla versions of HK and HDT perform worst of all, while the best performers are the ones which avoid promotions. Indeed, the top two performers never promote at all. This is explained as follows.
The theory of random graphs tells us that this graph contains one giant component of n roughly 3n=4 i n our experiments vertices while almost all other components are trees of size Olog n. This description also holds true for the graph after an edge deletion. So we therefore consider two di erent types of tree-edge deletions. If the deleted edge has at least one endpoint outside the giant c o m p onent, then we know that the smaller side of the tree after deletion is almost surely a tree of size Olog n. Thus there are no replacement edges, and this fact can be veri ed extremely quickly. The argument of the previous input graph applies here as well, telling us that promotions are a waste of time.
The other possibility is that both endpoints of the deleted tree edge are in the giant component. To understand this case, consider any spanning tree of the giant component w e don't know w h i c h one is actually chosen by our data structure, and consider any non-tree edge with an endpoint in the smaller half of the spanning tree after our deletion. The other endpoint is a random vertex of the giant c o m p o n e n t, so is at least 50 likely to have its other endpoint in the other half of the spanning tree, and thus to serve a s a r e p l a c e m e n t e d g e . If any g i v en non-tree edge is 50 likely to serve as a replacement edge, then sampling will work extremely well for this case.
This analysis explains why the non-promoting algorithms work best. Either there are no replacement edges to test or, if there are replacement edges, we will test only a constant number in expectation before nding a replacement note that the exhaustive search" algorithms do not actually test random edges, but since the graph is random, their deterministic enumeration of edges ts the same analysis. The analysis also explains why HDT1; 0 exhibits middle-of-the road performance. The algorithm sometimes wastes time promoting edges. However, its one random sample gives a reasonable chance of nding a replacement without resorting to promotions.
It is noteworthy that the standard HK implementation takes substantially longer to converge on this instance then in the previous instance. As we discussed before, convergence happens when all the tree edges have been brought down to lower levels of the graph. In this problem family, however, that takes a lot longer to happen we directly measured this by instrumenting the source code. This delay is apparently due to a heuristic of Alberts et al. They propose, when inserting a new edge, to put it in as high a level as possible subject to the spanning tree invariant. This makes intuitive sense: putting the new edge in at a high level gets it out of sight o f l o w-level edges, which eases the search for replacement edges at the low l e v els. In this problem family, h o wever, the heuristic works against us. Since initially all edges are at the top level, the giant component and its spanning tree are at the top level. A newly inserted edge is quite likely to be spanned by the giant component, thus inserted at the top level. This makes the large presence of top-level edges self-perpetuating, which in turn perpetuates the period in which a lot of ET-tree splits take place on tree edge deletions.
Semirandom Inputs
Next we considered semirandom graphs. We do not consider the m = n=2 case, since it degenerates to a number of independent components that because we n e v er change our edge set never connect to each other, so we are basically managing a collection of disjoint ET-trees. In the case of m = 2 n edges, we know t h e graph will have some structure, as described in the section on random graphs. And this structure will persist over a long sequence of operations. How do the algorithms deal with this structure? Figure 3 shows the performance of the algorithms on such a graph. Somewhat surprisingly, none of the algorithms learn"|their amortized runtime is essentially the same as for truly random graphs. To see this more explicitly, consider Figure 4 , which s h o ws the performance of a few representative algorithms on both random and semirandom inputs. Every algorithm but one performs the same on both inputs.
The one exception is vanilla HK, which starts out slower than the others and then converges to a faster speed than HDT0; 0. That HK samples is not an explanation because the other sampling algorithms outperform HK. Instead, the problem again is due to the Alberts heuristic. As above, this heuristic works against our desire to drop edges to low l e v els of the data structure. Random graph insertions are better at thwarting this heuristic than semirandom graph insertions.
More precisely, on a truly random graph at this density, since the giant component has size at most a constant fraction of n, it is reasonably likely that a new random edge insertion will connect two distinct components. Since such an edge is not spanned by the current graph, the Alberts heuristic cannot raise the edge. So the edge is placed at level 0 and in the current spanning tree. This means that the graph's edges drop quickly to level 0|the key fact for the speedup.
Semirandom graphs take longer to speed up. The semirandom graph's candidate edges consist of a giant component o f s i z e n p l u s a n umber of small trees. Let us consider only the giant component a c o n s t a n t fraction of the operations happen there. At any given time, a few candidate edges are missing deleted. But the giant component is still quite likely to be connected. So any g i a n t component e d g e that we insert will be spanned by the current tree, so will be raised to the high level of the spanning tree by t h e Alberts heuristic. Once again, the high level of edges is self-perpetuating and takes substantial time to fade away. 7.4 Two-Level Inputs
We now report results on two-level inputs: k cliques of size c, connected by 2k random interclique edges analogous to the m = 2 n case of the previous section, with each v ertex replaced by a clique. We start with all clique and interclique edges present and begin randomly inserting and deleting only the interclique edges. As we will see, the algorithms adapted to the structure of these inputs in order to run faster.
We used graphs of size n = 2; 000, which is small. The limiting factor is the number of edges since these graphs can contain big cliques. The example we describe next, which consists of two cliques connected by an edge, has m = 999; 001 edges. The update sequence for this two clique input consists of repeatedly deleting and inserting the interclique edge. Although this input, considered also by Alberts et al., doesn't t strictly into our two-level model there should be four interclique edges, we discuss it because it highlights a general behavior of this input family. Figure 5 shows a plot of time per operation for this input, averaged over a varying number of previous operations. This plot immediately reveals an interesting story: the rst operation, a delete of the interclique edge, is incredibly expensive, and all future updates are incredibly cheap.
When the edge is deleted, both HK and HDT exhaustively search all of the edges of one clique, nding no replacement. HDT promotes the clique edges up to level 1. Since the interclique edge is reinserted at level 0, when it is again deleted, HDT considers the smaller side of its tree at level 0, which consists of the single vertex from the promoted clique. Thus all future updates are trivial. HK begins with all This kind of behavior is replicated in our two-level model when k c . In Figure 6 we present a representative example, k;c = 40; 50. The plot tells the story. The performance of HK20; n is poor and does not change much over time. This is because it maintains only one level of the data HK structure and therefore searches one of the cliques every time an interclique edge is deleted. These cliques are large and slow d o wn the algorithm.
The adaptive algorithms are slow for the rst 1000 operations and then quickly speed up. At this point many of the clique edges are higher in the data structure than the interclique edges and so few expensive non-replacement edge tests are performed. The algorithms ultimately reach a steady state where the clique edges are out of the way and this input behaves like a sparse semirandom graph on k nodes m = 2 k. We h a ve observed behavior similar to this for values of k between 2 and 40; as k decreases, the performance of the algorithms becomes indistinguishable, aside from HK20; n .
Vanilla HK is initially slower than the HDT variants but eventually catches up. This is because, in the beginning, the clique edges are at the same levels as the interclique edges. Thus HK does not succeed in its sampling step so takes Olog 3 n Dynamic Connectivity A l g o rithms 23 time per operation. At this early stage the interclique edges which work as replacement edges make u p o n l y a t i n y fraction of the edges sampled, so with high probability roughly 1 , 4=c 2 = 0 :9984, sampling will fail. So the algorithm will sample 16 lg 2 n 1924 edges with each sample costing Olg n time. After enough sampling failures with consequent demotion of clique edges, sampling starts working so replacement edges are found much more quickly.
As for the HDT variants, notice that the sampling variants HDT256; ultimately perform better than the non-sampling variants HDT0; that always promote tree edges on a deletion. This makes sense: after su cient time, most of the clique edges are at level 1 or higher while most of the interclique edges are at level 0. Thus, when an interclique edge is deleted at level 0 we seek a replacement at level 0. Since this level is dominated by i n terclique edges, sampling nds one quickly. Just as in random graphs, such a n i n terclique edge is likely to serve as a replacement edge, thus avoiding an expensive promotion of tree edges. This exactly matches the observations for the one-level semirandom graph model: there too, sampling is a bene cial heuristic for HDT. We expect that, as n increases, so too does the performance gap between the sampling and non-sampling variants on these two-level families as is the case for large one-level graphs.
Once again, the use of a base case is bene cial, as the fastest algorithm is HDT256; 64. Figure 7 . First we notice that the algorithms take s l i g h tly longer to converge to a steady state in both cases in the region of 10,000 operations. We also see a clear 24 R. Iyer and D.R. Karger and H. S. Rahul and M. Thorup separation between the HK and HDT variants. We explain this as follows. When HK16 lg 2 n; 0 deletes an interclique edge for the rst time, the edge is at the top level along with the cliques recall the heuristic of Alberts et al. that places initial edges at the top of the data structure. This being the case, HK samples a large number of clique edges on every rst deletion. By comparison, HK20; n samples clique edges on every deletion, so in the beginning of the run the algorithms behave similarly. After most of the interclique edges have been deleted once, HK16 lg 2 n; 0 performs inserts and deletes mostly at the lower levels, which are free from clique edges.
Why do the HDT variants behave d i e r e n t from HK? Because HDT only searches through a clique when deleting an edge incident t o t wo cliques that are both at same level as the edge. After that edge is deleted, one of the cliques is promoted out of the way. So HDT doesn't have to search through a clique as often. The above plot shows the result of running vanilla HDT HDT0; 0 on the worst-case input described in Section 5.4. The numbers show t h a t a t n = 2 0 0 0 0 , this HDT runs roughly 3 times slower on this instance than on the random graph instances. This plot does not exactly t an Olog 2 n c u r v e; we suspect that lower order terms are still in uencing the overall running time at these instance sizes which w e w ere able to test. We v eri ed this by plotting the performance divided by l o g 2 n and the performance divided by l o g n. The performance dominates log n and is dominated by l o g 2 n. We don't yet have a better explanation. between the use of log n and log wT 1 , where wT 1 i s t h e n umber of non-tree edges on the smaller tree side. It follows that only in cases where this di erence is big will the original HK algorithm possibly use !log 2 n time.
To see that the above t wists work requires a subtle change in the analysis. First we recall the relevant part of the HK algorithm, using the notation from Henzinger and King Henzinger and King 1995 .
The Henzinger-King approach
Henzinger and King sample c log 2 n edges in Olog 3 n time. Edges with both endpoints in the smaller half-tree T 1 are twice as likely to be selected as edges with one endpoint i n T 1 replacement edges, but this constant-factor di erence is irrelevant a n d w e will ignore it. If a replacement edge is found during sampling, they immediately achieve a n Olog 3 n time bound for the operation. If no replacement edge is found, they identify the set S of replacement e d g e s b y c hecking all incident non-tree edges in OwT 1 l o g n time.
If jSj wT1 c 0 log m , where m = On 2 is the maximum number of edges ever appearing in the graph, they test all wT 1 edges and demote all edges in S in OwT 1 l o g n time. They use an elegant amortization argument to show that, for an appropriately chosen c 0 , the sum of wT 1 over all the operations in which they demote edges is Olog 2 n per update. Hence, the total cost of this case per update is Olog 3 n.
On the other hand, if jSj wT1 c 0 log m , they return one edge from S as a replacement edge but do not demote. This is an expensive operation since it is not amortized away b y demotions, but rare. The probability t h a t w e fail to nd a replacement edge for such large S during sampling is at most 1,1=c 0 log m c log 2 n = O1=n By considering these cases, we h a ve s h o wn that regardless of the relative sizes of jSj and wT 1 , the expected time for exhaustive s e a r c hes and demotions is Olog 3 n per operation.
The variant
To simplify notation in the following discussion, we l e t s be the size of the set S of replacment edges and w be the total number of non-tree edges on the smaller side of the cut tree s = jSj and w = wT 1 from the previous discussion.
We make two small changes to the Henzinger-King algorithm. First, we make a slight modi cation to the ET-tree data structure which lets us sample edges in Olog w time per sample instead of Olog n and perform an exhaustive search in Ow time instead of Ow log n. Second, we reduce the number of samples performed before reverting to an exhaustive search f r o m Olog 2 n t o Olog n log w.
We also make sure to stop sampling as soon as we nd a replacement|this is an obvious optimization, but Henzinger and King do not mention it since it does not improve their time bound. For our analysis it is crucial to stop.
These small changes in the algorithm are quite straightforward. More subtle is our analysis that shows the variant's improved running time. We closely follow t h e analysis of Henzinger and King. As we search the smaller side of a tree split by an edge deletion, we compare s, the number of replacement e d g e s , t o w, the total number of non-tree edges on the smaller side of the tree. We show that whether we succeed in sampling or perform a demotion, the expected amortized cost is 8.3 A modi ed data structure As a rst step in improving the algorithm, we modify the data structure to reduce the time for each individual sampling operation or exhaustive search. Our ET-trees are based on treaps, meaning that each node gets a random priority and the tree is heap-ordered so that nodes with higher priority are closer to the root. We n o w interpret all nodes with incident non-tree edges as having higher priority than those without. Put another way, w e represent the Euler tour using an upper" balanced binary tree on the nodes with incident non-tree edges, each of whose leaves" is the root of a balanced binary tree of nodes without incident non-tree edges. This only doubles the expected height of our binary trees, preserving all the original time bounds.
The importance of this change is that operations involving non-tree edges now appear to be running on trees with fewer nodes. If there are w non-tree edges incident on the tree being tested, there are Ow nodes in the upper tree. Thus, we can select a random non-tree edge in Olog w time. If the opposite endpoint i s i n the same ET-tree, then, since it has an incident edge, it is also in the upper tree, so discovering this fact takes Olog w time. If the opposite end is in a di erent ET-tree which m a y h a ve m a n y more incident non-tree edges nding the root may take m o r e t i m e . But even in this case the time to nd the root is Olog m, and in this case we have found a replacement edge|this happens at most once per operation since we stop as soon as we succeed in nding a replacement. So we can charge the Olog m time of this single successful sample to the operation, and ignore it for the remainder of the analysis. This lets us reduce the sampling time from Olog n per sample to Olog w per sample.
Similarly, w e can use the modi ed data structure in a faster exhaustive search. We provide each vertex of each ET tree with a mark" bit, intially unset. To perform an exhaustive search, we begin by traversing the upper tree, setting all mark bits on the vertices we e n c o u n ter in Ow time. Then, we t r a verse the upper tree a second time, again in Ow time. For each non-tree edge we encounter, we check whether the other endpoint of that edge is an unmarked vertex. Since all vertices in the upper tree have been marked, this occurs if and only if the other endpoint is not in the same tree, meaning the edge is a replacement edge. We t e s t Ow e d g e s i n Ow time. Finally, w e t r a verse the upper tree again to unmark all the vertices in Ow time.
In the case where the number of replacement e d g e s s w=c 0 log m, the algorithm prescribes demotion of all replacement edges. Since each demotion takes Olog n time, the overall time spent on demotions is Ow=log m l o g n = Ow.
In summary, w e are able to perform an exhaustive search for a replacement e d g e , followed by demotions if needed, in Ow time.
Fewer samples
As we saw earlier, Henzinger and King proved that the total size of edge sets involved in demotions is Olog 2 n per operation. Their argument only hinges on s w c 0 log m being the criterion for demotion. We use the same criterion, so the total cost of demotions remains Olog 2 n per update. Thus, our improved data structure reduces the time for exhaustive searches followed by demotions to Olog 2 n per operation. As with the original algorithm, exhaustive searches not followed by demotions will be so rare as to not matter. Thus, the key remaining step is to reduce the time spent on sampling. We d o t h i s b y reducing the number of samples we perform before reverting to an exhaustive search from c log 2 n to c log n ln w.
We need to bound the work spent sampling and testing edges by Olog these heuristics, that the better theoretical performance of HDT is borne out by better practical performance. The chief observations of this work are: |Over a large number of operations, HDT and HK perform similarly on the instances we tried. In the early part of the run, HDT outperforms HK. |Sampling to try for a quick edge replacement before working harder is an important heuristic that improves the performance of HDT beyond HK. Using a base case also helps. |Random graphs are easy and uninteresting. Special purpose algorithms can do incredibly well on them. |The algorithms can e ectively learn structure. They did so on two-level graphs. |WThere is a simple, provable worst-case input family for HDT.
|The original HK algorithm's expected running time of Olog 3 n can be improved to Olog 2 n via a simple modi cation.
There are several directions for future work. One is to build a more realistic structured network models and study the algorithms' behavior on them. One natural choice is the Waxman Waxman 1988 model, of which our semirandom graphs are a degenerate case. The Waxman model puts points in the plane and creates random links with probability biased in favor of linking nearby points. These graphs tend to have natural hierarchical structures so we expect the algorithms will extremely well on them.
Another interesting direction is the construction of additional worst-case inputs. Our worst-case input for HDT is quite specialized, and we h a ve n o w orst case for HK. Is there a family of graphs and updates that is generically hard" for dynamic connectivity algorithms?
Another direction involves the study of graphs which h a ve structure that changes over time. Are there inputs that continually stress the algorithms, whose structure changes after a while and forces the algorithms to adapt? Our initial experiments in this directions involved starting with a k,c graph and after a large number of operations, evolving into another k,c graph. This fails to stress the algorithms because the huge number of inserts of new k,c edges pays for the expensive deletions.
Another direction is to attempt to develop an experimental measure of the asymptotic run times of these algorithms. The graph sizes we w ere able to work with were due to memory limitations too small to let us clearly distinguish the rates of constant, log n, and log 2 n. With substantially larger graphs these distinctions might be drawn.
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